
Item no.: 389768

SWMU8X1000 - Ind.Sw.L2 Unmanaged 8x1000Mbps Without PSU

from 417,18 EUR
Item no.: 389768

shipping weight: 0.30 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
Unmanaged industrial Layer 2* switch with 8 Gigabit Ethernet ports for connections up to 1 Gbit/s. This high-performance switch has been specially developed for applications that
require simple industrial Ethernet connections in small and medium-sized networks. In addition, thanks to its robust aluminium housing with IP30 protection, this device is ideal for
industrial environments with adverse conditions.This "Plug & Play" switch offers simple operation without the need for configuration. Includes metal bracket for DIN rail
connection.*Power supply not included.Highlights-Suitable for industrial environments: Thanks to its aluminium housing, it offers high power dissipation under extreme temperature
fluctuations as well as high vibration and shock resistance. In addition, its hermetic construction protects it from dust and external particles-Complies with the IEEE 802.3x Full
Duplex (Flow Control)-Protects against current overload and reverse polarity-Plug & Play: quick and easy installation, no configuration required-Large operating temperature range:
-40 °C to +75 °C-Standard DIN rail mounting-Automatic MDI/MDIX detection function-DIP, QoS (Quality of Service) and BSP (Broadcast Storm Protection) functions-LED indicators
for device operation-Compact sizeGood to knowWhich switch is the right one?Depending on the various applications and configuration requirements, there are the following
versions in the range: unmanaged switches and managed switches.An unmanaged switch is a plug-and-play device that enables various devices to be connected immediately via
cable without having to make any prior adjustments to the configuration.A managed switch, on the other hand, offers a range of advanced configuration options and functions for
detailed network configuration at layer 2 level. It also allows you to customise the configuration to the needs of the network, monitor performance and control what happens to the
connected devices.
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